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Voneco's Nanovon™? is a globally benchmarked, nano-coating, with a self-disinfecting capability for up to 365 days 
on surfaces

Voneco's Nanovon™?, a scientifically-substantiated self disinfectant nano-coating hosted a strategic presentation to the 
Russian, Qatari, & Central Asian ambassadors in Malaysia. The session was officiated by the honorable, former prime 
minister of Malaysia, Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad at the Perdana Leadership Foundation in Putrajaya.

Nanovon™?, Voneco's continuous anti-microbial disinfectant nano-coating safeguards businesses & their premises, while 
complementing the global efforts that vaccine bodies are rolling out. Unlike disinfectant products which only kill pathogens for 
a short period of time, Nanovon™? has been proven to have a lasting effect up to 365 days on surfaces with an 
unprecedented 30-seconds kill time. 

"This unique product, Nanovon™? is the contribution of Malaysia towards the international fight against the coronavirus 
pandemic. It complements vaccines that have already been developed or are in the process of being developed. We believe 
the simultaneous use of vaccines together with Nanovon™? for long-term anti-microbial disinfection of surrounding 
environments will definitely escalate the level of protection of humanity against viral illnesses," said H.E. Ardasher 
Saeedjaafar Qodiri, Ambassador & Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Tajikistan to Malaysia.

H.E Naiyl M. Latypov, the ambassador of the Russian Federation to Malaysia spoke of how there is a synergy between 
Malaysia and Russia at this crucial stage of the global pandemic, particularly in context to how the vaccines & nano-coatings 
will complement one another in the months to come.

"We hope that today's presentation and demonstration will enable a strategic pathway into Qatar, Russia, and Central Asia. 
Global events like the upcoming FIFA World Cup in 2022 hosted by Qatar can benefit tremendously from Nanovon™? in 
comparison to traditional sanitisation offerings," said Dr. Rayyan Eshaghpour, Director of Voneco Sdn. Bhd.

https://biospectrumasia.com


Voneco's Nanovon™? is a globally benchmarked, nano-coating, with a self-disinfecting capability for up to 365 days on 
surfaces, surpassing stringent international certifications with regards to a full spectrum of viruses & bacteria. 
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